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ABSTRACT

Artificial evolution experiments typically use libraries
of ∼1015 sequences and require multiple rounds of
selection to identify rare variants with a desired ac-
tivity. Based on the simple structures of some ap-
tamers and nucleic acid enzymes, we hypothesized
that functional motifs could be isolated from sig-
nificantly smaller libraries in a single round of se-
lection followed by high-throughput sequencing. To
test this idea, we investigated the catalytic poten-
tial of DNA architectures in which twelve or fifteen
randomized positions were embedded in a scaffold
present in all library members. After incubating in
either the presence or absence of lead (which pro-
motes the nonenzymatic cleavage of RNA), library
members that cleaved themselves at an RNA linkage
were purified by PAGE and characterized by high-
throughput sequencing. These selections yielded de-
oxyribozymes with activities 8- to 30-fold lower than
those previously isolated under similar conditions
from libraries containing 1014 different sequences,
indicating that the disadvantage of using a less di-
verse pool can be surprisingly small. It was also
possible to elucidate the sequence requirements
and secondary structures of deoxyribozymes with-
out performing additional experiments. Due to its rel-
ative simplicity, we anticipate that this approach will
accelerate the discovery of new catalytic DNA and
RNA motifs.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of catalytic RNA in the early 1980s raised the
intriguing possibility that artificial enzymes made of nucleic
acids could be created in the lab. This led to the development
of methods of artificial evolution which made it possible to
isolate DNA and RNA molecules with desired functional
properties from large random sequence pools (1–3). Appli-
cation of these methods revealed that both DNA and RNA

molecules can bind ligands with high affinity and specificity
and catalyze a wide range of reactions (4–7). An advantage
of constructing functional motifs from nucleic acids rather
than proteins is that they are typically less expensive to syn-
thesize and simpler to prepare (8). They are also easier to
optimize and modify using artificial evolution.

The starting point in a typical selection experiment is a li-
brary of ∼1015 random sequence DNA or RNA molecules.
Although libraries of this size might be needed to isolate
motifs with complex functions, accumulating evidence sug-
gests that they are not required to find simple aptamers and
catalysts. For instance, a number of simple functional mo-
tifs have been identified which would be expected to occur
multiple times in libraries of 1015 random sequences (9).
One example is a 25 nucleotide ATP aptamer made up of
a short stem and a conserved bulge of 12 nucleotides (10).
Given reasonable assumptions about the sequence require-
ments of this aptamer, it should occur ∼104 times in a 25-
nucleotide random sequence library of ∼1015 sequences (or
about once in a library of 1011 sequences), and might be
even more abundant in longer random sequence pools (11–
12). Even simpler motifs have also been reported, including
a self-aminoacylating ribozyme made up of nine nucleotides
(13), a manganese-dependent self-cleaving ribozyme con-
taining seven nucleotides (14–15), a lead-dependent self-
cleaving ribozyme consisting of six essential nucleotides in
an asymmetric bulge flanked by short stems (16–18), and
a GTP aptamer likely formed by homodimerization of a
seven-nucleotide motif (19). This GTP aptamer could in
principle be isolated from a 1.6 × 104-member library con-
taining all possible 7-nucleotide sequences.

These observations indicate that under certain conditions
it should be possible to isolate functional motifs from ran-
dom sequence libraries that are significantly less complex
than those typically used in selection experiments. In the
case of aptamers this has been demonstrated experimen-
tally: thrombin aptamers were successfully isolated from a
library containing only 109 sequences (20). In light of recent
developments in high-throughput nucleic acid sequencing
technologies (21), the possibility of reducing library sizes
to ∼107 unique sequences (corresponding to about twelve
randomized positions) is of particular interest. If a library
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of this size turned out to contain functional motifs, these
could in principle be identified by performing a single round
of selection followed by high-throughput sequencing. In
addition, the number of reads obtained (107 using stan-
dard methods but up to 109 using platforms like NovaSeq)
would be sufficient to provide information about most ac-
tive variants in the library. However, the structural diver-
sity of short oligonucleotides is limited, and it seems un-
likely that, despite the odd GTP aptamer or self-cleaving
ribozyme, an N12 library would contain a wide range of
functional motifs. To address this possible limitation, here
we investigated the functional potential of a DNA archi-
tecture in which twelve randomized positions were placed
in a bulge flanked by constant sequences predicted to form
stable stems. We hypothesized that the ∼107 possible bulge
sequences in our DNA architecture would provide sufficient
diversity to form a range of simple binding pockets and ac-
tive sites, while the stems would stabilize these functional
elements in a sequence-independent manner. Our architec-
ture was inspired by a number of known functional nucleic
acids with similar folds (9–10,22–27). It was also influenced
by high-resolution structural studies which show that, in at
least some cases, single-stranded nucleotides in bulges of ap-
tamers make direct contacts to ligands while flanking stems
provide nonspecific stabilization (22–27). Quantitative anal-
ysis of the relationship between information content and ac-
tivity for a series of GTP aptamers and ligase ribozymes also
suggests that 24 bits of information in unpaired regions of
structured motifs (corresponding to 12 invariant positions
or a larger number of less conserved positions) can be suf-
ficient to form a binding pocket or active site (9).

To test the functional potential of this DNA architec-
ture, we performed single-round selections for the ability
of library members to cleave an RNA linkage under sev-
eral different conditions. Analysis of high-throughput se-
quencing data revealed hundreds to tens of thousands of
enriched sequences, some of which enhanced RNA cleavage
by factors of up to ∼5000. Because each of the 1.7 × 107

possible sequence variants of the randomized bulge were
present in the starting library, our single-round selections
also provided information about the sequence requirements
and secondary structures of these motifs. A second library
containing fifteen randomized positions also yielded de-
oxyribozymes, but provided less information about their se-
quence requirements. This is probably due to less complete
sampling of this more complex library by high-throughput
sequencing. Because such selections can be performed eas-
ily and analyzed quickly relative to conventional methods,
this approach has the potential to simplify the discovery and
characterization of novel catalytic nucleic acid motifs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of constructs containing a single RNA linkage

All sequences were purchased from IDT (Supplementary
Table S1). Chimeric DNA/RNA constructs shorter than
50 nucleotides were ordered directly and gel-purified on
8% denaturing PAGE gels. Longer constructs (including li-
braries used for selections) were generated by ligation of
two oligonucleotides: 15 �M of the 5′ part of the sequence
and 5 �M of the 5′ phosphorylated 3′ part of the sequence

(containing the RNA nucleotide) was mixed with 15 �M
of a splint oligonucleotide, 1× of T4 DNA ligase buffer
(NEB) and T4 DNA ligase (NEB) at a final concentration
of 4000 units/ml. The mixture was incubated at 16◦C for 1
hour and gel-purified on a 7% denaturing PAGE gel. The
ligated product (82 nucleotides for the N12 library and 85
nucleotides for the N15 library) could be readily separated
from the splint (32 nucleotides) under these conditions.

Single-round selections

All buffer components were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Two different buffers were used. The first one con-
tained lead and was similar to that used in a previous se-
lection for RNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes (28). This buffer
contained 0.5 M KCl, 50 mM MgCl2, 50 mM HEPES pH
7.0 and 1 mM PbCl2. All ingredients except PbCl2 were
mixed to make a 2× solution. 10 mM PbCl2 was added di-
rectly into the reaction. The second buffer was prepared as
described in (29), and contained 1 M NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2,
and 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5. The stock solution of this
buffer was prepared at a 2× concentration.

The selection step was performed as followed: 83 �l of
10 �M stock solution of the library (5 × 1014 molecules)
was mixed with 332 �l of water, heated to 65◦C for 5 min-
utes, and cooled at room temperature for 5 minutes. 415
�l of 2× selection buffer was added (or 332 �l of 2.5 ×
buffer and 83 �l of 10 mM PbCl2) and the reaction mix-
ture was incubated at 37◦C for 30 minutes. The reaction
was stopped by desalting using SigmaSpin™ Sequencing Re-
action Clean-up columns (Sigma-Aldrich). Afterwards, the
DNA was ethanol precipitated and the pellet resuspended
in 50 �l of gel-loading buffer (4 M urea; 1 mM Tris, pH
7.5; 10 mM EDTA; 0.028 g/l of bromophenol blue). The
sample was then heated at 70◦C for 2 minutes, and purified
on a 6% denaturing PAGE gel run at 300 volts for 70 min-
utes. Bands corresponding to reacted library members (54
nucleotides for the library containing 12 randomized posi-
tions and 57 nucleotides for the library containing 15 ran-
domized positions) were excised, eluted in 450 �l of 0.3 M
NaCl, and ethanol precipitated together with 5 �g of yeast
tRNA (Ambion). Pellets were resuspended in 50 �l of water.

Elongation and amplification of the library

Because reacted members of the library were too short to
be sequenced by Illumina, they needed to be elongated
by primer extension. To do this, the entire 50 �l sam-
ple was mixed with 2.8 �l of 10 �M elongation oligo
(TS 49.2 OSS PEX rev), 21.5 �l of 5 × Q5 buffer, 21.5 �l
of 5 × GC enhancer, 10.8 �l of 5 mM dNTPs, and 1.1
�l of Q5 Hot Start High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB)
and subjected to three thermal cycles of 98◦C for 1 minute,
56◦C for 1 minute, and 72◦C for 2 minutes using a Bio-Rad
T100™ Thermal cycler. The mixture was then diluted 3-fold
into water and used as a template for PCR. 15 �l of this
template was used in a 50 �l pilot reaction to determine the
minimum number of cycles needed to generate a sufficient
amount of material for sequencing. After every 5 cycles, 5
�l of the PCR reaction was removed and analyzed on an
agarose gel. Subsequently, a preparative PCR reaction was
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performed. This contained 308 �l of template, 10.3 �l of
100 �M TS 17.7 fw, 10.3 �l of 100 �M TS 20.16 rev, 185
�l of 5 × Q5 buffer, 185 �l of 5× GC enhancer, 20.5 �l
of 25 mM dNTPs, 298 �l of water, and 10.3 �l of Q5 Hot
Start High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB) in a total vol-
ume of 1027 �l. The thermocycler was set as follows: Initial
denaturation 98◦C 1 minute; cycles: 98◦C 20 seconds; 52◦C
20 seconds; 72◦C 1 minute; final extension 72◦C 2 minutes.
The choice of the polymerase and the presence of GC en-
hancer were important as none of the other conditions we
tested generated product efficiently in the PCR. Reaction
products were analyzed on agarose gels and purified using
NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up columns (Macherey-
Nagel). The product was again loaded on an agarose gel
and the concentration was measured by Qubit assay (Invit-
rogen). Purified material was characterized using Illumina
sequencing (Seqme) with a 100 bp single-end setting (results
summarized in Supplementary Table S2).

Analysis of sequencing data

Sequencing data were preprocessed by adaptor trimming,
primer clipping, length filtering, and quality filtering using
cutadapt (v2.8). Unique sequences were counted and sorted
using basic bash commands. Further analysis was done us-
ing in-house scripts.

Identification of correlated pairs of positions

Heat maps were constructed by first determining the read
numbers of each of the possible single and double mutants
of a given reference sequence. For each of the double mu-
tants, an ‘expected read number’ was computed by divid-
ing the read number of each of the single mutants that
make up the double mutant by the read number of the ref-
erence sequence and multiplying these two numbers. The
observed read number of the double mutant was then di-
vided by this ‘expected read number’. The result of this
‘observed/expected’ value was scaled to a <0, 1> interval
as well as to the double mutant read number. Finally, the
scaled double mutant read number was multiplied by the
scaled ‘observed/expected’ value. The resulting value was
added to the corresponding value in a matrix describing all
possible pairs of positions. The heat maps are visualizations
of this matrix.

Initial velocity and activity measurements

All activity measurements were done in triplicate. Most ex-
periments were performed using trimmed variants of the
scaffold used for selection (Figure 1), in which the possible
primer binding sites at the 5′ and 3′ ends were deleted. 1 �l
of a 10 �M oligonucleotide solution was mixed with 4 �l of
water, heated at 65◦C for 5 minutes, and cooled for 5 minutes
at room temperature. The sample tube was then preheated
to 37◦C and 5 �l of selection buffer (or all the components
in a total volume of 5 �l) was added. The sample was briefly
vortexed and incubated for a given amount of time. In the
case of velocity measurements, six time points were taken
for each sample. The reaction was stopped by adding 1 �l
of 0.5 M EDTA and briefly vortexing. After adding 11 �l

Figure 1. A DNA architecture for single-round selections. The ribonu-
cleotide at the expected site of cleavage is indicated by rA. Bases shown
in a pale background (‘possible primer binding site’) were deleted in most
experiments (see also Table 1).

of 2× gel loading buffer (described above), the sample was
heated to 70◦C for 2 minutes and loaded on either a 7% (full-
length constructs; 300 volts, 80 minutes) or 12.5% denatur-
ing PAGE gel (300 volts, 130 minutes). When electrophore-
sis was finished, DNA was stained by GelRed (Biotium),
scanned using a GE Typhoon FLA-9100 gel scanning de-
vice and analyzed using ImageQuant software. Rates were
calculated from the initial phase of the reaction using the
following equation, where F is the fraction reacted, k is the
rate, and t is time.

F = 1 − e−kt (1)

Analysis of substrate sequence requirements

To compare the substrate requirements of our deoxyri-
bozymes with that of the previously described 8–17 motif,
variants of Dvanactka and 8–17 were prepared containing
either a C–G or T.G pair flanking the cleavage site. These
variants were then tested for activity over a range of pH val-
ues and lead concentrations using a 100 second time point.
The initial velocity of the reaction was also measured for
both Dvanactka and the 8–17 T.G construct under optimal
conditions.

Analysis of base pairs using compensatory mutations

Approximately twenty variants of the Dvanactka motif
(isolated from the N12 library in the presence of lead) were
tested for the ability to cleave RNA. Most contained muta-
tions at positions 1–7 or 2–6 of the randomized region, and
were designed to obtain additional evidence for base pairs
at these positions. Each variant was incubated at 37◦C in
the +Pb2+ selection buffer for 1 hour, analyzed by PAGE,
and the amount of RNA cleavage was determined.
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RESULTS

The importance of bulges in functional nucleic acid structures

The secondary structures and sequence requirements of a
variety of functional nucleic acid motifs have been char-
acterized by multiple research groups using artificial evo-
lution and comparative sequence analysis. In some cases,
high-resolution structures have also been determined by
NMR or X-ray crystallography. These motifs often consist
of highly conserved bulges or loops flanked by stems con-
taining Watson–Crick base pairs. Well-characterized exam-
ples of such bulged structures include aptamers that bind
ATP, GTP, FMN and theophylline (9,10,22–27). A charac-
teristic shared by some of these aptamers, especially those
that form binding sites for small molecules, is that contacts
with the ligand are made primarily by nucleotides in bulges
rather than with those in stems. For example, in the NMR
structure of an RNA aptamer bound to ATP, the primary
role of the stems appears to be to stabilize the overall fold
of the structure, while specific contacts with ATP are made
by G7, G8, A10, G11, A12, G17 and G30, all of which
occur in an asymmetric bulge (Supplementary Figure S1)
(23–24). This suggested to us that, for at least some func-
tional motifs with bulged structures, the presence of a stem
is important but the sequence of the stem is not. To the ex-
tent to which this is true, one way to more readily access
such motifs would be to place the randomized nucleotides
in a library in the context of an arbitrarily chosen but sta-
ble scaffold which is present in all library members. Several
studies have shown that the presence of a constant stem or
patterned regions with the propensity to form hairpins can
enhance the functional potential of libraries of 1015 random
sequences in conventional selection experiments (30–31). In
addition, a library containing 15 randomized nucleotides in
the loop of a hairpin was previously used to identify throm-
bin aptamers in a single round of selection (20). However,
the extent to which such architectures can be used in combi-
nation with small libraries to identify new catalytic nucleic
acid motifs has not been investigated.

To explore this idea experimentally, we constructed a li-
brary in which 12 randomized positions were embedded in
a bulge flanked by two 5 bp stems (Figure 1). This scaffold
was flanked by hairpins at both the 5′ and 3′ ends that could
function as primer binding sites. These were designed to
be stable enough to minimize interactions with the random
sequence region of the library, but not so stable that they
would interfere with PCR amplification. Only 12 positions
were randomized because the amount of diversity in such a
library (1.7 × 107) corresponds to the number of reads that
can be obtained in a standard high-throughput sequencing
experiment. In the absence of an enrichment step, each se-
quence in the library would be expected to occur at a fre-
quency of ∼10−7, and on the average would be expected to
occur approximately once in a high-throughput sequencing
experiment with ∼107 reads. On the other hand, after en-
riching the library 100-fold for variants with a desired bio-
chemical function (which can normally be achieved in sev-
eral hours using standard separation methods such as affin-
ity chromatography or PAGE), the most active sequences
would be expected to be present at a frequency of ∼10−5,
and therefore represented ∼100 times more frequently in the

sequencing data. These considerations suggested to us that,
if catalytic motifs occur in a library of ∼107 sequences, it
should be possible to identify them in a single round of se-
lection.

Identification of deoxyribozymes that cleave RNA in a single
round of selection

As an initial test of this method, we investigated whether
deoxyribozymes that cleave RNA could be isolated from
our library in a single purification. We chose this activity in
part for historical reasons: the ability to cleave RNA was the
first catalytic activity of DNA to be identified (28). In ad-
dition, although a range of relatively simple RNA-cleaving
deoxyribozymes have been reported, including the well-
known 8–17 and 10–23 motifs (29), the bulge in our library
was too small to contain canonical versions of these motifs.
As was the case in the original selection for RNA-cleaving
deoxyribozymes (28), our library contained a single RNA
linkage (in this case, opposite to the twelve-nucleotide ran-
domized bulge). Because the nonenzymatic rate of RNA
cleavage is orders of magnitude higher than that of DNA
under conditions similar to the ones used here (32), this
RNA linkage was expected to be the primary site of cleav-
age in the library. The ribonucleotide (an adenosine) was
flanked by G-C base pairs (Figure 1). This was expected
to act as a further deterrent against known RNA-cleaving
deoxyribozymes such as 8–17, which requires a G.T pair
3′ of the cleavage site, and 10–23, which cleaves purine-
pyrimidine but not purine-purine junctions (29). Our buffer
contained potassium, magnesium, and lead. These metal
ions promote nucleic acid folding by interacting with neg-
atively charged phosphate groups in the phosphodiester
backbone, and magnesium and lead often also play cat-
alytic roles. Lead is particularly effective at promoting RNA
degradation in both enzymatic and nonenzymatic systems
(16–18,28,33,34), and was used in the first selection for
RNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes (28). After folding and in-
cubating the library in this buffer for 30 minutes, cleaved
molecules were separated from unreacted library members
by PAGE, eluted from the gel, ethanol precipitated, and am-
plified by PCR (Figure 2). Both the unselected and selected
pools were then analyzed by high-throughput sequencing.
About half (42.5%) of the 1.7 × 107 possible sequences
in the library were observed in the sequencing data from
the starting library, and all had read numbers of 20 or less
(Figure 3). In comparison, 2890 different sequences in the
selected pool had read numbers exceeding 20 (Figure 3).
Based on a comparison of the number of sequences at each
read number in the selected and unselected library, we es-
timate that 51 511 sequences were enriched in our purifi-
cation, although those at the low end of this distribution
could not be distinguished from the large excess of catalyt-
ically inactive sequences (Figure 3). To determine whether
these enriched sequences corresponded to catalytic motifs,
several were synthesized (both with and without the primer
binding sites shown in Figure 1) and tested for catalytic ac-
tivity in selection buffer containing potassium, magnesium,
and lead. About half of the variants we tested promoted
RNA cleavage, with rates of up to 0.2 min−1 and rate en-
hancements of ∼5000-fold (Table 1 and Figure 3 inset; note
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Figure 2. Single-round discovery of RNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes.
PAGE, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis; HTS = high-throughput se-
quencing.

Figure 3. Identification of deoxyribozymes that cleave RNA in a single
round of selection. Sequences from the unselected library are shown in yel-
low and those from the selected library in dark blue. The library contained
12 randomized positions and 1.7 × 107 different sequences, and was in-
cubated in a buffer containing potassium, magnesium, and lead. A time
course showing the catalytic activity of one of the sequences with the high-
est read number (indicated by an arrow in the graph) is shown in the inset.

that rate enhancements are defined as the rate of reaction
of the deoxyribozyme divided by the rate of reaction of
the starting library in the same buffer). This demonstrates
that RNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes can be isolated from a
∼107-member library in a single round of selection.

Identification of deoxyribozymes that cleave RNA under less
favorable conditions

Encouraged by these results, we next investigated whether
our approach could also be used to identify deoxyribozymes
that cleave RNA under less favorable conditions. To address
this question, we repeated our selection using a buffer that
contained sodium and magnesium but not lead. Because the
nonenzymatic rate of RNA cleavage is orders of magnitude
slower in the absence of lead than in its presence, these con-
ditions were expected to significantly increase the difficulty
of finding new deoxyribozymes. Following a 30 minute in-
cubation in this buffer, cleaved pool members were purified
by PAGE and analyzed by high-throughput sequencing. As
was the case for the selection in the presence of lead, the
distribution of read numbers was significantly shifted in the
selected library relative to the starting library (Figure 4A).
However, the estimated number of enriched sequences (144)
was 360-fold lower than that observed in the presence of
lead (compare the dark blue and green distributions in Fig-
ure 4A). Rates and rate enhancements of deoxyribozymes
isolated in the absence of lead were also lower: the most ac-
tive variant we identified promoted RNA cleavage with a
rate of 3.3 × 10−4 and a rate enhancement of ∼600-fold (Ta-
ble 1). These experiments demonstrate the versatility of our
approach by showing that it can be used to identify deoxyri-
bozymes under conditions significantly less favorable than
those used in the initial selection. They also highlight the
important role that can be played by lead in deoxyribozyme-
catalyzed RNA cleavage reactions.

Identification of deoxyribozymes that cleave RNA from
larger libraries

The probability of finding at least one sequence in a ran-
dom sequence library with a particular function is expected
to increase as the number of distinct sequences in the library
increases. Some types of motifs are also expected to occur
more frequently in libraries containing longer stretches of
randomized nucleotides (11, but also note the potential in-
hibitory effects of nonessential sequence discussed in refer-
ence 12). For these reasons, a library containing more ran-
domized positions (and therefore more possible sequences)
might be expected to contain a greater number of variants
with a desired function. On the other hand, if the ratio of
library size to read number is too high, sampling during
high-throughput sequencing will not be sufficient to detect
even highly enriched sequences. To better understand the
tradeoff between library size and read number, a second li-
brary was synthesized that contained 15 randomized posi-
tions rather than the 12 positions present in the original li-
brary. This increased the theoretical diversity from 1.7 × 107

to 109 molecules, which was expected to increase the num-
ber of deoxyribozymes in the library but also to reduce sam-
pling during high-throughput sequencing by a factor of 64.
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Table 1. Properties of RNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes identified in single round selections. The sequence column indicates that of the randomized region.
Rates represent the average (± standard deviation) of three independent measurements. Rates without brackets were measured for variants lacking primer
binding sites (Figure 1) while rates in brackets are those of full-length variants. Rates were measured at 37◦C. + Pb2+ buffer = 0.5 M KCl, 50 mM MgCl2,

1 mM PbCl2, 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.0 (or 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5 in the opt buffer). - Pb2+ buffer = 1 M NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5

Library Buffer Sequence Rank (reads) Motif kobs (min−1)

N12 + Pb2+ NNNNNNNNNNNN Initial Pool (2 ± 1) × 10−4 [(7 ± 3) × 10−6]
N15 + Pb2+ NNNNNNNNNNNNNNN Initial Pool (8 ± 3) × 10−5

N12 - Pb2+ NNNNNNNNNNNN Initial Pool (5 ± 3) × 10−7 [(10 ± 7) × 10−7]
N15 - Pb2+ NNNNNNNNNNNNNNN Initial Pool (4 ± 2) × 10−7

N12 + Pb2+ CTAGCGGGGGCG 2 (133) Dvanactka 0.18 ± 0.01 [0.038 ± 0.002]
N12 + Pb2+, optimized CTAGCGGGGGCG 2 (133) Dvanactka 0.23 ± 0.03
N12 + Pb2+ ATTAGAGGGCGT 5 (110) 0.056 ± 0.008
N15 + Pb2+ AGTTGGGTGGGCAGG 1 (16) 0.12 ± 0.07
N15 + Pb2+ ATGTGTTGTGGGAGT 2 (14) 0.07 ± 0.02
N15 + Pb2+ TAGTTAGCGACGGCG 2 (14) 0.10 ± 0.03
N12 - Pb2+ CCAGCCGGGCGT 2 (26) (3.3 ± 0.7) × 10−4

N12 - Pb2+ TTATCGGGTATG 3 (23) (1.3 ± 0.7) × 10−4

Reference + Pb2+ CCGAGCCGGACGA 8–17 GT 0.06 ± 0.01
Reference + Pb2+, optimized CCGAGCCGGACGA 8–17 GT 0.10 ± 0.02
Reference - Pb2+ CCGAGCCGGACGA 8–17 GT (1.2 ± 0.2) × 10−4

A

B

Figure 4. Effect of metal ions and library size on the number of enriched se-
quences in selections for RNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes. (A) Distribution
of read numbers in an unselected N12 library, in an N12 library selected
for the ability to cleave RNA in the presence of lead, and in an N12 library
selected for the ability to cleave RNA in the absence of lead. (B) Same, but
for an N15 library.

As before, the library was incubated in a buffer containing
either potassium, magnesium, and lead or sodium and mag-
nesium (but not lead). Following a 30 minute incubation,
cleaved pool members were purified by PAGE and analyzed
by high-throughput sequencing. As expected, the number
of sequences with different read numbers in the unselected
and selected populations were more similar to one another
for these selections than they were for analogous selections
using the N12 library (compare panels A and B of Figure
4). However, at least in the case of the selection performed
in the presence of lead, the distribution was clearly shifted
(Figure 4B). For example, 339 sequences in the selected pool
had a read number ≥ 8, while none did in the unselected
pool. In contrast, in the case of the selection in the absence
of lead, the unselected and selected N15 libraries were al-
most indistinguishable, although a modest enrichment was
seen at the highest read number detected (Figure 4B). The
total number of enriched sequences was 2200-fold higher in
the presence of lead than in its absence, providing additional
evidence for the important role that can be played by lead in
deoxyribozyme-catalyzed RNA cleavage reactions. As be-
fore, several of the most enriched sequences were confirmed
to be catalytically active (Table 1), indicating that our ap-
proach can be used to isolate deoxyribozymes from libraries
containing up to fifteen randomized position. A limitation
of using an N15 pool for one-step selections is that the cov-
erage by high-throughput sequencing is insufficient to ob-
tain information about all catalytic sequences in the library
(at least for the methods of purification used here). On the
other hand, such a library makes it possible to identify mo-
tifs that cannot occur in shorter randomized regions.

Rapid identification of the sequence requirements of catalytic
motifs

Deoxyribozymes identified in conventional selection exper-
iments normally contain a conserved catalytic core flanked
by nonessential sequence. A second selection experiment is
typically performed to identify the catalytic core. This in-
volves making a library by randomly mutagenizing the de-
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oxyribozyme, isolating active variants by in vitro selection,
identifying conserved parts of the motif by comparative
analysis, and confirming the model by mutagenesis (3,35–
37). Even when high-throughput sequencing is used to ana-
lyze the results (38), only a small fraction of sequence space
is typically explored. In the case of selections performed
with N12 libraries, however, such experiments are in princi-
ple unnecessary: each of the ∼107 possible variants of the
sequence are expected to be present in the initial library,
and coverage from high-throughput sequencing should be
sufficient to detect most enriched variants. On the other
hand, because only a single round of selection has been per-
formed, many inactive sequences will still be present in the
library, and can potentially obscure the signal from catalytic
sequences with the fold of interest. To minimize this prob-
lem, we focused our analysis on clusters of sequences one
and two mutations away from those with high read num-
bers. Such variants occurred significantly more frequently
for sequences with high read numbers than they did for ran-
domly chosen controls (Supplementary Figures S2 and S3),
suggesting that they can provide information about the se-
quence requirements of catalytic motifs without introduc-
ing noise from sequences with unrelated folds.

In the first step of our analysis (Supplementary Figure
S4), read numbers of single-mutation variants were used to
construct sequence logos showing conservation at each po-
sition in sequences of interest. Analysis of these sequence
logos revealed a variety of motifs in the selected libraries
(Supplementary Figures S5-S7). Some of these motifs were
catalytically inactive, such as a G-rich element observed in
each selection (Supplementary Figures S5–S7), but others
promoted RNA-cleavage reactions (Figure 5 and Table 1).
In the second step of our analysis (Supplementary Figure
S4), we searched for double mutants of each sequence of
interest which occurred more often than expected based on
the read numbers of the corresponding single mutants. Such
covariations are a powerful way to identify base pairs in
the secondary structures of functional DNA and RNA mo-
tifs (3,35–37). Although not all covariations identified us-
ing this approach could be rationalized, some were consis-
tent with base pairing. For example, in the case of Hit 2
(the sequence from the N12 lead selection with the second
highest read number, which we named Dvanactka after the
Czech word for twelve), a correlation between positions 1
and 7 suggested that these nucleotides form a C–G base
pair (Supplementary Figure 6A–C). Although variants of
Dvanactka in which this base pair was changed to T.G or
CA had lower read numbers, the read number of the T-A
mutant (which combined these two deleterious mutations)
was similar to that of the original C–G variant (Figure 6D).
A similar pattern was observed when these variants were
tested for catalytic activity (Figure 6E). Effects of other mu-
tations in Dvanactka were also correlated with read number
(Figure 6F and Supplementary Figure S8), indicating that,
in the case of this motif, read numbers provide information
about how mutations affect catalytic activity. Our data also
provided comprehensive information about the sequence re-
quirements of the helix in Dvanactka. This showed that, of
the 36 possible combinations of pairs in the helix, five were
preferred over the others (Supplementary Figure S9).

Figure 5. Diversity of catalytic motifs isolated in single-round selections.
Sequence logos were derived from the read numbers of all single-mutation
variants of deoxyribozymes isolated in single-round selections. Panels A
and B show motifs isolated from the N12 library incubated in the presence
of lead. Panels C and D show motifs from the N12 library incubated in the
absence of lead. Panels E-G show motifs from the N15 library incubated
in the presence of lead. See Table 1 for the catalytic rates of these deoxyri-
bozymes.

Further analysis revealed that a number of other se-
quences with high read numbers form secondary structures
similar to that of Dvanactka. For example, of the 50 most
abundant sequences in the N12 lead library, at least 10 form
this structure (Supplementary Figure S10). For most of
these sequences, covariations were observed in both base
pairs in the helix (Supplementary Figure S10), providing
strong evidence for these secondary structure models. Weak
correlations were also observed in some heat maps but not
others, such as between positions 1 and 11 and between po-
sitions 4 and 11 (Supplementary Figure S10). These corre-
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Figure 6. Rapid characterization of deoxyribozyme sequence require-
ments. (A) Sequence logo generated from read numbers of all possible sin-
gle mutant variants of Dvanactka. (B) Pairwise correlations based on read
numbers of single and double mutants of Dvanactka. Blue squares indi-
cate pairs at which a double mutant occurred more often than expected
based on the read numbers of the corresponding single mutants. (C) Sec-
ondary structure model of Dvanactka. Nucleotides from the randomized
region are shown in green, and positions 1 and 7 with a green background.
(D, E) Evidence for base pairing between positions 1 and 7 based on read
numbers (panel D) and catalytic activity (panel E). Error bars indicate the
standard deviation from three experiments. (F) Correlation between read
number and catalytic activity for variants of Dvanactka. R2 = 0.72. See
Supplementary Table S3 for more information about these sequences.

lations likely reflect mutations that can only occur in some
sequence backgrounds.

Although our dataset provided considerable information
about the secondary structure of members of the Dvan-
actka family, some sequences with high read numbers did
not exhibit covariation patterns consistent with base pair-
ing. This could indicate that, like other RNA-cleaving de-
oxyribozymes such as 10.23 (29), the bulges in these motifs
do not form canonical base pairs. Alternatively, these mo-
tifs could contain invariant base pairs that cannot be de-
tected by covariation analysis. It is also possible that the
random sequence regions in some motifs form base pairs
with constant sequences in the scaffold. This does not ap-
pear to be the case for Dvanactka, however: inserting its
N12 region into a different scaffold had no effect on cat-
alytic activity (Supplementary Figure S11). Taken together,
this analysis highlights the surprising catalytic diversity of
RNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes in pools containing 107–109

different sequences. It also indicates that, in addition to fa-
cilitating discovery of new deoxyribozymes, our approach
can also be used to rapidly elucidate their sequence require-
ments (and in some cases their secondary structures as well).

A variant of the 8–17 motif with a distinct substrate specificity

One of the most well-characterized deoxyribozymes is the
RNA- cleaving 8–17 motif (39). It has been identified in-
dependently by at least three different groups using a wide
range of conditions (29,40–42, and perhaps 28), and is
one of the few deoxyribozymes for which a high-resolution
structure is available (43). Dvanactka appears to be related
to the 8–17 deoxyribozyme. Like 8–17, it contains an in-
variant AG motif in the loop of a short stem followed by
an invariant CG motif (29,39,44) (Supplementary Figure
S12). In addition, the correlation between positions 4 and
11 we observed in some variants of Dvanactka (Supplemen-
tary Figure S10) is consistent with the presence of a pseu-
doknot, which was also observed in the crystal structure of
the 8–17 deoxyribozyme (43). However, Dvanactka differs
from canonical versions of 8–17 in several ways. Most im-
portantly, it contains a G-C base pair adjacent to the cleav-
age site rather than the G.T pair typically present in 8–17
(29,39,44) (Supplementary Figure S12). This feature was
imposed by the architecture of our library, as the G–C pair
was in a constant part of the scaffold and therefore occurred
in all library members. Replacing the G.T pair with a G–C
pair has been reported to reduce the catalytic activity of 8–
17 to undetectable levels (39), which makes its presence in
an 8–17 like motif surprising. To better understand the con-
sequences of this change, we compared the ability of Dvan-
actka and a canonical variant of 8–17 to cleave substrates
containing either a G–C or a G.T pair at the cleavage site
over a range of lead concentrations and pH values. Dvan-
actka could only cleave the substrate with the G-C base pair,
while 8–17 (as previously reported) could only cleave the
substrate with the G.T pair (Supplementary Figure S13).
Thus, in both deoxyribozymes the identity of the base pair
3′ of the cleavage site is critical, although the substrate speci-
ficities of these two motifs are orthogonal. When tested side-
by-side in the same scaffold, the kobs of Dvanactka using a
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G-C substrate was about 2 times higher than that of 8–17
using a G.T substrate (Table 1 and Supplementary Figures
S12-S13). Another difference is that Dvanactka contains
a truncated stem with only two base pairs rather than the
three which occur in 8–17 (29,39,44) (Supplementary Fig-
ure S12). Because 8–17 contains thirteen or fourteen posi-
tions in the bulge, without this truncation an 8–17 like motif
could not have occurred in our N12 library. Although un-
usually short, this stem was well-supported by covariations
between positions 1 and 7 and between 2 and 6 (Figure 6
and Supplementary Figure S10). Furthermore, the length
of this stem appears to be functionally important: extend-
ing it to three base pairs significantly reduced catalytic ac-
tivity (Supplementary Figure S14). The sequence context of
the invariant CG dinucleotide at the 3′ end of the motif also
differed in Dvanactka and 8–17. Instead of being flanked
by W (A or T) at the 5′ end and R (A or G) at the 3′ end
(29,39,44), the CG motif in Dvanactka typically occurred
in contexts such as GGGCG and GCGT. It is possible that
these sequence elements help to stabilize the unusually short
2 bp stem in Dvanactka or enable it to cleave substrates with
G–C base pairs flanking the cleavage site. Despite these im-
portant differences, however, we hypothesize that the three-
dimensional architecture of our motif is likely to be similar
to that of 8–17 (43).

DISCUSSION

Here, we describe a new method to identify and character-
ize simple nucleic acid catalysts which is general, easy to
implement, and significantly faster than conventional pro-
tocols. One key aspect of this method is the use of high-
throughput sequencing technologies (21). These were not
available when artificial evolution methods for nucleic acids
were first developed, but have since been used by a num-
ber of groups to better characterize the sequence require-
ments of functional motifs (38,45–50). A second is the use
of a DNA architecture which makes it possible to isolate
catalytic motifs from relatively small libraries containing
only 107–109 unique sequences. This architecture was in-
spired primarily by the structures of known aptamers, which
in some cases are made up of binding pockets formed by
short bulges or loops stabilized by stems which do not in-
teract with the ligand (22–27). By embedding a relatively
small number of randomized positions into such an archi-
tecture, we were able to identify an active site that promoted
RNA cleavage by a factor of ∼5000 in a single round of se-
lection. Our protocol also made it possible to elucidate the
sequence requirements and secondary structures of some of
these motifs without the need to perform additional exper-
iments.

Several previous studies have investigated the possibility
of isolating new aptamers in a single round of selection.
This requires finding a way to distinguish aptamers from
the enormous excess of inactive sequences in the library.
One way this can be accomplished is to use specialized ex-
perimental setups that significantly increase the amount of
enrichment that can be achieved in a single purification (51–
53). A different approach is to use small libraries in combi-
nation with high-throughput sequencing (20,54). If the li-
brary size is sufficiently small (for example, 109), enriched

sequences can be detected based on read number (20). If
it is not (e.g. 1012), enriched motifs corresponding to short
conserved regions of aptamers can sometimes be identified
(54). In the work reported here, we have shown that new
catalytic motifs can also be identified in single round of se-
lection. Our method utilizes structured libraries containing
107–109 sequences in combination with high-throughput se-
quencing. One significant advantage of this approach is that
it is compatible with virtually any selection protocol, includ-
ing those that use standard methods of purification such as
PAGE and affinity chromatography. A second is that it does
not require expensive equipment. And a third is it enables
rapid characterization of the sequence requirements and
secondary structures of newly discovered deoxyribozymes
without the need for additional experiments. A potential
disadvantage, however, is that it requires libraries to be 106

to 108 orders of magnitude less complex than those typi-
cally used in artificial evolution experiments (although this
depends on both the enrichment that can be achieved in a
single purification and the number of reads that can be ob-
tained by high-throughput sequencing). For this reason, it
might be expected to yield motifs that are less active. But
how much less active? In the case of our selections that used
an N12 pool with ∼107 different sequences, rates of deoxyri-
bozymes isolated in the presence of lead were 8-fold lower
than those of deoxyribozymes isolated under similar condi-
tions from an N50 pool containing 1014 different sequences
(28). In the case of deoxyribozymes isolated in the absence
of lead, rates were 6 to 30-fold lower than those of de-
oxyribozymes isolated under similar conditions from pools
containing 1013 to 1014 sequences (29,55). Similar values
are obtained when estimated rate enhancements are com-
pared. Although these conclusions only apply to one cat-
alytic function, they indicate that the disadvantage of using
a less diverse pool can be surprisingly small.

Another important question is the generality of our ap-
proach. Extremely simple RNA motifs that promote re-
actions such as RNA self-aminoacylation (13) and RNA
cleavage (14–18) have been described, and such motifs are
likely to be accessible using our method. A range of DNA
and RNA aptamers containing bulges of twelve to fifteen
nucleotides have also been reported (22–27), suggesting that
this approach could also be well-suited for the development
of nucleic acids that bind specific ligands (see references
(20) and (54) for similar approaches applied to aptamers).
This could be especially important for applications that re-
quire development of multiple aptamers. We note, however,
that catalytic motifs such as the Class I ligase ribozyme (35)
have structures that are far too complicated to identify in
pools containing 12–15 randomized positions, although it
is possible that simpler ligases could be generated using our
approach. Identification of such complex structures will still
require the use of traditional approaches and more diverse
random sequence pools, although their identification and
characterization can still be facilitated by high-throughput
sequencing (38,45–50), perhaps in combination with novel
methods of library construction such as secondary structure
libraries (56).

In conclusion, we show that it is possible to identify
RNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes in a single round of selec-
tion using standard purification methods. Our approach
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uses structured libraries containing twelve to fifteen ran-
domized positions, although it is possible that larger li-
braries can be used in combination with more powerful se-
quencing methods. Deoxyribozymes are identified based on
their read numbers in high-throughput sequencing experi-
ments. In addition to facilitating identification of catalytic
sequences, this approach also provides information about
their sequence requirements (and in some cases their sec-
ondary structures). Due to its simplicity relative to conven-
tional methods, we anticipate that this approach will accel-
erate the discovery of new catalytic DNA and RNA motifs,
especially those with simple structures.
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